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I ocket Nos.- 50-445/90-31
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% 50-446/90-31
-License Nos,=NPF-87H -

4

:
CPPR-127

y

<

.TU Electric: -

.

,

ATTN: - W. J.- Cahill . Jr. .' Executive'

Vice President,-Nuclear
Skyway Tower

;400 North Olive Street, L.B. 81 3
"

Dallas, Texas 75201-
,

, Gentlemen:
''

.Thank you for your letter of _ November 21, 1990, in response to our_ letters,
.

I'and Notices of Violation dated October 10, 1990. We have reviewed your reply--

.and find it responsive to the ' concerns raised in our Notice 'of Violations. We
,.

N
;will review the implementation of your corrective actions during a future

_ inspection |to determine that full compliance has been achieved and will be
,

- maintained..,

;,

Sincerely,
1

Original Signed By:,
Samuel J.' Collins

Samuel J. Collins, Director 'y

Division of Reactor Projects
'

n
cc: o

TU Electric
ATTN: - Roger D. Walker, Manager

-

-

1 ~ Nuclear Licensing .
,

i' Skyway _ Tower
,

400 North Olive Street, L.B. 81
s v

L ' Dall as , . . Texas 75201"'
-

&'y /
L :Juanita Ellis

President - CASE c:1426 South Polk Street
-Dallas, Texas 75224
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' fTU Electric -2-gg
, - i, ,

fGDS Associates.Elnc.
> Suite 720,
1850 Parkway' Place

< .Marietta, Georgia- 30067-8237
i

Billie' Pirner Garde, Esq.
,

. . .
Robinson, Robinson. et al.

t '103 East College Avenue-

4[.
Appleton, Wisconsin -54911.

.

iTU Electric:
Bethesda Licensing- >'

,,

3 Metro Center,; Suite 610''

Bethesda, Marylend120814',#
>q.

' '

: Heron, Burchette, Ruckert, & Rothwell.d ,

LATTN:. William A. Burchette, Esq -
'

. Counsel for1 Tex-La Electric
Cooperative of Texas

"1025 Thomas Jefferson St., N.W.=
,' .

%., # rWashingtonf, D.C. 20007f .
-

M'lL , E. F. Ottney '.
-P.O. Box.1777

di Glen Rose, Texas :76043
>>

..

' Newman &-Holtzinger,: P.C.
NATTN:DJack_R.-fNewman,Esq..

.1615 L. Street, N.W.u'"
,

+ ; Suite 11000i
' ''

*

o . ,

%',. JWashir4ston.,D;C.. 20036
,t

,. _ . .
.

*
-

'

~ Texas Department of Labor-&: Standardsy, +,- '.

-ATTN: .'G. R. Bynog, Program Manager /-
.

.

Chief InspectorL'
-

' ' Boiler Division
'TP.O.-Box'12157, Capitoi Station'

J| Austin, : Texas 78711.

[ J onorable George CrumpH
.. County Judget' ~ -

3.f a uGlen Rose,-Texas 76043
v;~

' bs' LTexas Radiation . Control Program Director
'

=1100! West 49th Street.
Ausi.io, Texas - 78756-;
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TV Electric -3-

bec distrib. by RIV:
R. D. Martin Resident Inspector (2)
DRP DRS

SectionChief(DRP/B) Project Engineer (DRP/B)
DRSS-RPEPS Lisa Shea, RM/ALF
MIS System RSTS Operator
RIV Files
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Ref. f 10CFR2.201-

_ _

TUELECTRIC
November 21, 1990

O,WS$?,$,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES)
DOCKET NOS 50 445 AND 50-446
NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-445/90-31; 50-446/90-31
RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Gentlemen:

TV Electric has reviewed the NRC's letter dated October 10, 1990, concerning
the inspection conducted by the NRC staff during the period August 7 through
September 18, 1990. This inspection covered activities authorized by NRC
facility Operating License NPF-87 and NRC Construction Permit CPPR-127 for
CPSES Units 1 and 2, respectively. Attached to the October 10, 1990 letter
were Notice of Violations 445/9031-01 and 445/9031-03.

TU Electric requestad and received an extension until November 23, 1990, in
providing this response per a telephone conversation between Mr. Owight
Chamberlain and Mr. Roger Walker on November 7,1990.

TV Electric hereby responds to these Notice of Violations in the attachment to
this lettar.

Sincerely,

. ,
William J. Cah 1, Jr.

RSB/cid
Attachment

c - Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV
Resident inspectors, CPSES (3)

,

C 3O P. O Bot 1002 Glen Rose. Teus MA.WA)2

qc a%^_.
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. Attachment to TXX-9010ll
.'-

' Page 1 of 6

NOTICE Of VIOLATION ITEM A.

-(445/9031-01)

Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires, in part, that written procedures
shall be established, implemented, and maintained for activities referenced in
Appendix A of' Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978.

Paragraph' 5 of Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33 requires procedures for
abnormal, of f-normal, and alarm cor.ditions. Alarm Procedure ALM-0081A,
Revision 2, Annunciator No. 2.9, provides initial and subsequent operator
actions for a No. 2 steam generator (SG) feedwater nozzle high flow alarm
condition, which includes the requirement to log at 15 minute intervals
feedwater flow and feedwater split flow bypass flow.

Contrary to the above, from August 13-30, 1990, logs of No. 2 SG feedwater
flow and feedwater split flow bypass flow were not maintained at 15-minute
intervals when the No. 2 SG feedwater nozzle high flow alarm was in an alarm
condition. As a result, the licensee was unable to definitely determine the
total time that an actual high flow condition existed. ALM-008]A states that
the total time that an actual high flow condition should be allowed to exist
between eddy current inspections of the steam generator tubes is 100 hours.

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM A
(445/9031-01)

TV Electric accepts the violation and the requested information follows.

1. Reason For Violation

The CPSES' steam generators (SG) employ a split feed flow arrangement
.whereby a percentage of normal feed flow is diverted to the auxiliary feed
flow nozzle to reduce t' low induced tube vibration in the SG preheater
section. Vibration is of concern since it can accelerate tube wear. The

-

flow paths to each SG are provided with instrumentation that inputs. to a
~

SG feedwater nozzle high flow annunciator in the control room-to alert
operators to-the potential for this condition.

During initial startup testing the high flew annunciator for No. 2 SG was
activated as the plant reached 100% power. The basis for the annunciator

-set point was reviewed by Engineering personnel, and with concurrence from
the NSSS supplier, the high flow alarm setpoint was increased during a
subsequent shutdown period. During the next power increase to 100% (on or
about August 12,1990), the No. 2 SG nozzle high flow annunciator began
intermittently activating again. Engineering personnel were notified and
began evaluating the condition.

. _ _ . - . .__ _ _ . _ _ _ __
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Page 2 of 6_.

'

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM A
(445/9031-01)

1. Reason For Violatiort - cont'd

During this period, Operations personnel were aware (through discussions
with Engineering personnel) that the condition was being further evaluated
by Engineering and that the condition did not represent an immediate '

safety concern. .Since the initial annunciator activations were frequent
but intermittent, the logging of data at 15 minutes for each activation
was found to be distracting for the operators. For the above reasons
operations personnel improperly elected not to record the data specified
by the alarm response procedure.

2. Corrective Steos Taken And Results Achieved

Operations managemelit instructed operators via written shift orders to
record data as required by the alarm response procedure. Except where
normal flow oscillations result in momentary annunciator activations
(i.e., the. annunciator clears before data can be recorded), the required
data has been recorded for all alarms occurring subsequent to issuance of
the above shift order.

Although data was not previously recorded as required by the alarm
response procedure, TV Electric has determined that the 100 hour limit has
been exceeded. This limit had been estaDlished as a threshold below which
there is assurar.ce of no long term tube degradation. The data which had
previously not been recorded has been sufficiently reconstructed from
other sources to enable the NSSS supplier to evaluate the previous high
flow conditions, conclude that no unacceptable tube degradation had
occurred, and recommend additional long term actions to assure continued
SG tube integrity. TV Electric is reviewing these recomendations for
implementation.

3. Corrective Steos Which Will Be Taken To Avoid Further Violations

A further increase in the high flow alarm set point has been authorized
. and implemented with NSSS supplier concurrence. This action has reduced
the number of annunciator activations and has facilitated the recording of
data until the alarm can be cleared via a power reduction.

A " Lessons Learned" package has been prepared for review by Shift
Operations personnel. This package discusses the events which resulted in
the violation and stresses the requirement to comply with procedures or to
promptly change the procedure in accordance with station procedures.

4. Date When Full Comoliance Will Be Achieved

Full compliance has been achieved.

. . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Attachment to TXX-9010ll-
'

.

Page 3 of 6
!

.

'

NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM B
(445/9031-03)

Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be
established, implemented, and maintained for activities referenced in Appendix
A of Regulatory Guide 1,33, Revision 2, February 1978.

Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A, Section 9.a. states, in part, that
maintenance that can affect the performance of safety-related equipment should
be performed in.accordance with written procedures or documented instructions
appropriate to the circumstances.

Station Administration Manual Procedure STA-606, " Work Requests and Work
Orders," kevision 14, Section 6.6.2.9, requires that work be performed in
accordance with the instructions. Section 6.6.2.13 requires that the work
package be revised if the intent-of the work instructions must be changed.

Contrary to the above, the following two examples of failure to follow work
order instructions were identified:

o On August 14, 1990, oil was not drained from the oil cooler of the Train A
-centrifugal charging pump, as required by the work instructions in Work
Order C90-5224. The work order was not revised to reflect the change in
work scope nor was the fact that the oil cooler was not drained noted in

| the work order,

o On September 6,1990, the bearings of the Train A residual heat removal t

pump were not flushed as required by the work _ instructions in Work Order
P90 4254. The work order was not revised to reflect the change in the
scope of work to be performed.

| RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM B
(445/9031-03)

TV Electric accepts the violation and the requested information follows:

L 1. Reason For Violation

Example 1:

On August 14, 1990, the Centrifugal Charging Pump (TBX-CSAPCH-01) was
secured for maintenance due to high water content in the oil (820 ppm).
Step 4 of the Work Order (C90-6224) stated:

Remove drain plugs, rework as necessary to remove all oil
possible from reservoir, pump, (inboard and outboard) oil
cooler, lines and gear reducer.

|
|
|
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Attachment to TXX-9010ll' - *
'

Page 4-of 6.-

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM B
(445/9031-03)

1. Reason For Violation - cont'd

Attempts were made to remove the oil cooler drain plugs, but due to
inaccessibility the mechanics were unable to remove the plugs. The system
engineer and the mechanic performing the task discussed whether the oil
needed to be drained from the oil cooler to meet the intent of the work
order. The system engineer stated that since the cooler contained a
relatively small amount of oil, and the cooler would have to be
disassembled in order to drain the remaining oil, draining the oil from
the cooler would not be technically required.

The supervisors involved with the package discussed whether the package
needed to be revised to indicate the oil cooler was not drained. The
supervisor, who was responsible for closing out the package, concluded
that as much oil as possible was drained from the system and the step did
not specify which drain plugs had to be removed. He concluded that the
intent of the step was met and a revision to the Work Order would not be
necessary. The step was signed and the package was closed.

STA-606, Step 5.4.3 states, "The Responsible Work Organization Supervisor
is responsible for determining when a revision to a work package is
required." Based on the input from the mechanics and the system engineer,
it appears that the supervisor's decision not to revise the work package
was technically justifiable. However, STA-606, Step 6.6.2.17 states, in

-

part, a summary of the " Corrective Action Taken" shall be documented which
includes in as much detail as practical the work performed including any
problems in performance of the job, delays, and gaps in completion of the
work. Once the decision was made not to drain the oil from the oil

-coolers, the " Corrective Actions Taken" section of the Work Order should
have been filled out describing the fact that the oil cooler was not
drained, the inaccesibility of the oil cooler drain plugs, and the
discussion with the system engineer.

TV Electric considers that, although the procedure provided sufficient
latitude to justify not removing the cooler drain plugs and adequate
technical justification existed to support not removing the plugs, the
maintenance personnel involved did not adequately document the condition
as required.

Example 2:

On September 6, 1990, a Preventive Maintenance Work Order was issued to
Electrical Maintenance personnel to perform an oil change in the Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) pump motor bearing per procedure MSE-PO-4312, R-1. The
oil was being replaced due to a sample indicating a silica concentration
above trending levels. During the performance of the procedure, step
8.2.4, which states, " Flush both bearings with Exxon Terristic 46 oil",
was marked N/A. It was the craft personnel's belief that even though an
oil change was procedurally specified, the small amount of oil remaining
in the bearings would be negligible compared to that amount being added.
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RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM B
(445/9031 03) ,

1. Reason For Violation cont'd

E Since the benefits of flushing did not seem to outweigh the anticipated
radiation exposure that would result from performing the flush, craft
personnel marked step '8.2.4 N/A based on ALARA concerns.

After a conscious decision by the supervisor concurring with step 8.2.4
being marked N/A,-an explanation was provided in the remarks section per
Maintenance Department Administration Procedure MDA-202, step 6.15.7, and
STA 606, step 6.6.1.17,

2. Corrective Steos Taken And Results Achieved

Example 1:

A supplemental record hus been added to Work Order C90-5224 to describe
the . inaccessibility of the oil cooler drain plugs and that the system
engineer stated that it would not be necessary to drain the oil cooler due
to the relatively small amount of oil in the coolers.

Tschnical Evaluation TE-WC-90-2837 was completed to document the
acceptability of not draining the oil from the centrifugal charging pump
oil cooler._ Subsequent oil samples taken on 9/14/90 indicated no water
contamination in the oil.

Example 2:

1 A further evaluation of the omission of the bearing flush was requested
per STA-504, Rev. 6. The Technical Evaluation (TE EM-90-2459) concluded
that, a'lthough not= performing the flush in this case was technically

-justified, permanent' removal of this step from the procedure was not
recommended. The results'of the technical evaluation were incorporated
into the work package prior closure of the work order.

3. Corrective Steos Which Will Be Taken To Avoid Further Violations

Example I:

Design Modification RDM 097 has been initiated to address the
inaccessibility of the centrifugal charging pump oil cooler drain plugs.

Example 2:

Procedure MSE-PO-4312 has been changed to allow the RHR pump motor bearing
flush to be a conditional requirement based on previous oil sample
resul ts .

._
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RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM A+

(445/9031-01)

1:

3. Corrective Steos Which Will- Be Taken To Avoid -Further Violations - cont'd ,

Generic:

-The importance of ensuring complete documentation of the work performed
-

and especially documenting any problems in the performance of the job or
the need to revise the work order is being stressed with all maintenance
department supervisors through the review of a " Lessons L' earned" package.

Additionally, based upon it's ' review of other maintenance related issues
identified to date, TU Electric has taken'and is taking action to improve-
compliance with maintenance procedures and work orders, as well as
communications between supervisors and craftsmen. This action includes:

--(1) establishment of a task team to review and communicate to maintenance ;

personnel management expcetations regarding procedure use and adherence, ;

'and (2) encouragement of craft feedback concerning conditions encountered
during maintenance activities.

14. .Date When Full Como11ance Will Be Achieved

Review of the ' Lesson Learnad" package by maintenance supervisors will be
completed by December 7,1990.

4
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